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amazon is different. instead of requiring you to have experience with the tools they want you to
use, amazon will ask you to solve problems in their environment. this may include tools like
apache, subversion, eclipse, and other software they use to develop and deploy software.

blackberry 10 devices were initially released in 2012 and is the only commercially successful
smartphones designed on the qnx platform. the platform was originally designed to be

embedded in other devices and is used in devices such as the ford sync infotainment system, the
chevrolet mylink infotainment system, and the fidelity touch home automation system. the

platform is also used in the ford flex ecoupe and the cadillac ct6, as well as other vehicles by
ford and general motors. [1] in 2012, blackberry released blackberry 10 operating system and

were the first to do so in the mobile operating system market. the operating system is available
for the blackberry playbook, blackberry z10, blackberry q10, blackberry q5, blackberry curve
9350 and blackberry bold 9780. the operating system allows for the development of native
applications which is not possible for mobile devices running the android or ios operating

systems. an sdk for the operating system is available. [2] blackberry 10 is also available on the
blackberry passport, blackberry z30 and the blackberry classic. the blackberry passport uses an

intel x86 processor. [3]
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The Volkswagen core systems (base software) from
Volkswagen Group software provides the technical

foundation for intelligent interactive media like displays,
navigation and entertainment (including smartphone

integration). This range of products plays a fundamental role
in Volkswagen's strategy in the smart car revolution. The
core systems together help drive the simplification of VW

Group's numerous product groups, be it in the electronics or
the powertrain sector. Qnx's extensive embedded

development and application management tools are very
helpful in this context. A very high-level overview of the
elements of the Volkswagen infotainment system can be
found in Fig. 3. A detailed hardware-based examination of
the Volkswagen components is shown in Table 1. Table 2

describes the functional and logical relationship of the
components in the Volkswagen infotainment system. Figure

4 shows a hierarchical representation of the Volkswagen
infotainment system. Figure 5 shows a functional
representation of the modules of the Volkswagen

infotainment system. The lower-level modules are taken
from a detailed hardware-based examination, or from

publicly available information. After the in-depth
investigation of the full functionality of the Volkswagen

infotainment system, we determined in a second step that
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the system is still not protected against the described
vulnerabilities. In this step we examined the security-

relevant functionalities of the Volkswagen infotainment
system that were implemented by a software component,

without the use of a hardware-based security module.
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